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INTERVIEW WITH 

EUGENIA BARBU
President of A.C.T.O.R. and
Here There Evrywhere Program Coordinator

1. Miss Eugenia, you (A.C.T.O.R) are involved in the pro-
gram Youth in Action for a long period of time. For how 
many years of experience we are talking about and what 
is your personal opinion about the chances offered by this 
program?

ACTOR’s intercultural projects were developed since the 
beginning, because I personally discovered this kind of 
opportunity in 2001, when I took part in a training course 
in Martinique, organized by the National Agency for Youth 
program in France. So at the moment when we founded 
ACTOR (February 2002) – intercultural exchanges were one 
of the main objectives included in our main strategy.
I believe that the power of the intercultural interaction 
between people (especially youth) has a strong influence 
for serious personal development. We say in Romania that: 
if you travel in a new country it is like if you have read one 
thousand books. Real intercultural interactions – not just 
tourism, can change everyone’s life perspective forever.
With this kind of understanding of the Life Long Learning 

– European programs: Grundtvig, Youth (20013-2007) and 
Youth in Action (2007-2013), in ACTOR we tried to cre-
ate non formal learning experiences for more than 3.000 
people. All of them had the chance to travel and to meet 
people from other places with other life visions.
Our favorite action is the European Voluntary Service. With 
sending Romanian youth in Europe and hosting volun-
teers from all around the world ACTOR is growing up – it’s 
becoming more visible and famous. At the local level our 
target groups extended during time and our activities and 
events increased their quality.
We believe that we are the sum of our experiences and we 
try to offer this understanding to our volunteers, our ben-
eficiaries from hospitals, kindergartens, schools and social 
centers from Bucharest and many rural areas. This means 
that every decision in life must be responsible at both – 
individual and community-level.
These programs offer to all the people involved a complex 
perspective on a personal level, because the intercultural 
context helps everyone to see him/herself like in a magic 
mirror, able to cut all the cultural stereotypes.

2. The well developed program – Aici Acolo is changing 
the life of many children in Bucharest (and further) on a 
daily basis. What was and still is your primary goal that 
you want to achieve with this project?

I am smiling because I found that it is strange now to see 
in your question the words: “well developed” program 
Aici Acolo… because the start was very difficult. In 2009, 
we discover the importance of the cultural diversity top-
ics for the Romanian children and also in general, in the 
education of the youth. But it was difficult to convince 
the people from the system and the authorities that this 
problem can be solved with something called Programul 
“Aici Acolo”.  The original part of the Aici Acolo’s concept 
was in the same time the most difficult part – the “lessons” 
about cultural diversity were not just a curriculum, but 
were delivered by the real and authentic representatives of 
different cultures, interacting directly with the beneficiaries 
and their teachers.
We saw every year that this program creates a complex 
change of the mentality:
- In the Romanian community – the Romanians rediscover 

INTERVIEW  WITH 
A.C.T.O.R. ’S TEAM 
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their culture in the mirror of the understanding of the 
foreign volunteers … in a positive way;
- At European level – a lot of stereotypes about Romania 
start to be deleted, because the volunteers – after one year 
of working everyday with and for the Romanian children, 
they gain one realistic perspective about our culture and 
of course they bring it back home and they spread this 
understanding in their communities.
We dream that when today’s children will grow up they will 
have a better image about their country and about what 
they can do to make Romania the place where they will 
enjoy to stay – not just to run away from here believing 
that they can’t find any opportunities.

3. What are the effects that your project has on the target 
groups and even more, how does the Romanian society 
react on a project like this?

Programul Aici Acolo has two main target groups:
- The kids and the youngsters who interact with the EVS 
volunteers;
- The adults- teachers, parents, education managers…etc
The reactions are contradictories. Some people are enthu-
siastic, but in the same time some are very passive for very 
different reasons. A good point is that nobody seems to 
be against the idea. Our main difficulty was to fight with 
this passiveness and to convince all of the involved actors 
about how important it is to introduce the cultural diversity 
in the very early education of the children.
Another aspect was to transform few discriminative posi-
tions of some of the teachers. We know that some teachers 
are just rejecting the cooperation with some of volunteers 
because – well, their personal aspect is strange.. (a hippy 
hair style or many earrings etc) or because that consider 
that the volunteer’s country (origin) is not so “important” as 
some other countries…
Somehow this reaction can be understood like natural – 
these reactions are in a country where we don’t have such 
important immigration phenomenon.
But with the support given at our special seminars we tried 
to underline that this is a problem and we need to reflect 
a little bit on it: in comparison with other countries- for 
example there are as well lots of Romanians discriminated 
for the same reason – ignorance, lack of information and 
passiveness.
We are happy to say that every year we are seeing changes 
and more and more teachers start to involve this segment 
in their own lessons, influenced by the cooperation process 
they have with the volunteers.
So, as you can see both target groups learn a lot from Pro-
gramul Aici Acolo.
 
4. You have brought many young people from all over the 
world to Romania to promote multiculturalism and yet to 
learn something more by doing. Can you tell us some-

thing more about this?

This is such a complex question that we can read a whole 
book about it. But in few words… I learned a lot from every 
volunteer hosted or sent. Every experience was unique for 
me as it was for them.
After our first hosted volunteers my impression was – “Oh! I 
am good in EVS… What can be new?” But now after around 
100 hosted volunteers and almost 100 sent, I can say I don’t 
know yet so much.
Every person has its own cultural layers – one familial, one 
personal…etc. Every volunteer has a magic unique learn-
ing process. I am amazed about how they discover the 
Romanian culture and inside of this process how they are 
becoming more mature, about how after one year here in 
Romania they finally discover what they really want in their 
lives…
A.C.T.O.R. is the magic place where I can satisfy my pas-
sion in helping people to discover the world and discover 
themselves as well.

5. This year the HTE project included 20 volunteers from 
16 different countries. How are you satisfied from the 
results of it?

It was a dream coming true. But it was very challenging 
not only for me but for all the ACTOR’s staff. This project 
was requiring a complex management to build attractive 
activities for the volunteers and to give the useful support 
for their own learning process. Like I told form the very be-
ginning (August 2012) this “Here There Everywhere” project 
can be compared with Babylon. We had a lot of convulsive 
debates, starting from different cultural values and be-
lieves, but now when I am looking back at it, I see a lot of 
harmony between you, nice and strong friendships, a lot of 
fun in Romania for each of you (no matter the age J)… and 
I can say: YES! All our efforts were not for nothing. It was a 
good Aici Acolo year in A.C.T.O.R’s life!
And me personally, after this project I am sure that I have 
some great friends around the world for all my life.
 
6. Do you see Aici Acolo in the future as well?

Yes! For sure! This program has a lot of potential to help 
other EVS volunteers and also the Romanian society. 
Perhaps we will extend the details about some countries 
inside of the intercultural lessons, because some teachers 
have already collected much knowledge about different 
countries… But as I told you before, every volunteer is 
unique and for every person his/her own country means 
something that can break the cultural stereotypes. With 
this kind of program our world is more honest, friendly and 
authentic in the process of understanding, without any 
barriers.
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STEFANITA BARBU 
INTERVIEW
1. Stefanita Barbu, what it’s your role in Here There Every-
where project and in A.C.T.O.R?

My role is to provide a safety environment for all the people 

involved –volunteers and staff members- in Aici Acolo pro-

gram.

Besides solving all the logistic problems like accommoda-

tion, resource management and materials acquirement…

and I am also in charge with the partnership with local insti-

tution (schools, kindergartens, high-schools, hospitals etc.). 

Every week I organize special session of Forum Theater with 

volunteers in order to create a friendly atmosphere inside of 

this complex intercultural group. 

Monthly, as part of these sessions we have debates about 

different topics like volunteering, active citizenship and 

social carrying with teenagers from different high-schools.

2. What is the secret in mediating conflicts in such a big 
intercultural group?

Tolerance! 

It‘s very important not to judge the others…because a thing 

that is unusual for us for the others can be very normal. 

So, I try not to have subjective expectations from none of 

the volunteers. This is my way to know them better without 

interfere with their personal learning process. When I work 

with volunteers I’m ready all the time to adapt my plans 

when I feel that is necessary, because I consider that flexibil-

ity is the key element that can make a group of volunteers to 

work efficiently in a comfortable environment.

 

3. Can you tell us about a moment from Here There Every-
where project that you will never forget?

Every day in all the projects that I work is special for me. 

Were a lot of events that made me very proud, but I con-

sider that what the volunteers have done daily (even when 

nobody was there to see them) is magic and wonderful. 

Didn’t pass any day without a small event- without making 

a child to smile or to laugh. Therefore, it’s impossible for me 

to speak about one exactly event – for me every day of this 

project has its magic.

4. What makes this group of volunteers to be special?

I don’t want to make differences between groups, because 

every group is unique…Maybe because this year I have 

been absent of this project for a long time due to some 

personal reasons,  I could say that I am very grateful to the 

volunteers from this project because they were patient and I 

thank them all for this. 

INTERVIEW WITH 
ALINA VATAVU
1. What exactly is the role of an evaluator in the Aici 
Acolo program?
Being evaluator in this program is a continuous challenge. 
This role means to intermediate the relationship between 
the volunteers and the teachers involved in Aici Acolo 
project. Our role also involves a big availability for solving 
conflicts when needed. It’s a very dynamic position, but on 
the other hand we – evaluators have the possibility to learn 
from both sides (volunteers and teachers) as well as to dis-
cover new human behaviors and diversity of mentalities.
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2. Alina, how is the feeling of being an evaluator – right 
in the middle of two target groups: the teachers and the 
volunteers, each of them with their own requests and 
with their own expectations?

The aspect that should be taken into consideration is the 
cultural diversity. This is the main aim of the project and it 
can lead to different perspectives and opinions, or some-
times worse – misunderstandings. This position in ACTOR 
and the HTE project has been giving me a daily opportunity 
to improve myself. And when working with people, some-
times it can be really difficult to please everybody. I need to 
pay attention to everybody’s needs, willingness and limits. 
Sometimes takes a lot of effort but seeing the results – it is 
worth going through with it until the very end.
 
3. You are the best Romanian teacher in the eyes of the 
volunteers. What is the most challenging thing about 
teaching your language to the volunteers in language 
that is nor yours, nor their mother thong?

Being the Romanian teacher represents a chance for me to 
spend some more time with all the volunteers where I can 
get to know them in a non-formal sphere and where they 
can express themselves freely. Besides that we are trying 
together to discover and learn the language of the local 
community, we use this time also to discuss a bit about 
our cultures and about the different customs and tradi-
tions from our own countries. Sometimes it’s a challenge to 
explain to them certain features of the language, especially 
because each one of them comes here with different bag of 
knowledge and different level of motivation. The work with 
groups both big and vast makes this a continious ongoing 
challenge trying to keep the level of the lessons to be able 
to fit to the needs and the expectations of everyone. I always 
suggest to pay attention to each volunteer separatly as well, 
even though they are in a group. When you don’t know very 
well the culture and the socio-cultural space of one volun-
teer it is possible to make a mistake totally without intention 
which might lead to a nonlikeable situation. Because of this, 
the communication is very important , even the non-verbal 
one and it’s the thing that permits us all to learn how to be 
tolerant and to accept one-another.
 
4. What is the funniest moment that you remember form 
the Romanian lessons with the volunteers?

The most funny moment during the lessons of Romanian 
language was the moment when we studied about Impera-
tiv and I proposed to the volunteers to play a game in which 
I split them in two groups – the one group gave a specific 
task and the other group fulfilled it and other way around. 
Like this we arrived to the part where we supposed to dance 
and to be more specific – we danced the pinguin dance – we 
formed one circle in which all of us danced and laught dur-
ing performing the specific movements. It was truly funny 
to see all of people so involved in this dance, that, for one 
reason or another, seems to be extremely loved by forigners.

INTERVIU CU  
ANDREEA  
VASILESCU
1. Andreea, you are involved actively in the project as 
evaluator, but also you do maybe the hardest thing in the 
project – doing the weekly program for the volunteers. 
How do you manage to deal with everyone’s expectations?

To make the weekly program of the volunteers is really chal-
lenging and sometimes it looks like juggling with lots of ex-
pectation and wishes, but in the same time is nice and you 
have a huge satisfaction when you see that you can manage 
to make the best for everybody. You probably wonder why 
it is so complicate… It is like this because I should find the 
middle option between the teachers’ expectations, volun-
teers’ abilities and motivation and the rest of project activi-
ties like clinic animation, different workshops, events etc.
For this I have very good communication with my colleges, 
with the volunteers and the teachers and I try all the time to 
find the best way to make everybody happy!
Of course, sometimes it is impossible so we should manage 
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to make a compromise and try to find the harmless solution.
In this job I have all the support of my colleges and together 
we turn over and over again all the possibilities, we speak on 
the phone or meet often and it takes like one whole day to 
manage to make the program for everybody!
But as I said in the beginning, I have satisfaction too when 
I see that I managed again and everybody is happy and 
respect all the activities.
 
2. Your job involves working with volunteers from all over 
the world. What kind of experience is that according to 
you?

I have learned a lot from all these experience, but also the 
contact with all these different volunteers coming from differ-
ent cultures helped me to develop myself on both – personal 
and professional plan: I have learned to be much more toler-
ant, to communicate more efficiently with the people despite 
the language barriers, but on the other side also to be more 
diplomatic especially when that means avoiding a conflict.
This project was a chance for me and our team to become 
more mature in this field and to develop our professional 
competences. The small conflicts we had and the surprising 
turn of events helped us to get to know each other better 
and become closer, as well as to know how to react correctly 
in different kind of situations. I strongly believe that after 

this project we are better prepared for everything that is yet 
about to come.

 3. It is well known that you are involved in A.C.T.O.R. for 
a long time. During your work here you have worked with 
different groups of youngsters. What was the biggest sur-
prise for you with the group of volunteers from this year?

I have experienced many surprising moments full of adren-
alin, but I have never expected one of the volunteers to 
become a mother during our project. It was a great hap-
piness for us when we heard that Marta is pregnant and 
especially when we found out that the child is going to be a 
girl named Alba Iulia. J
 
4. What is the one thing that you will remember the Here 
There Everywhere project for?

It was the first project when we hosted such a big number of 
volunteers and that is why we had many beautiful moments 
together. It was very interesting the process of discovering 
new cultures, especially the ones that are from out of Europe 
and I remember how during the trainings with the volun-
teers I was fascinated by all that stories and activities  – it 
was the same feeling as a small girl in a shop full of toys and 
dolls. It was one new exciting experience!

The articles of the ”HERE THERE 
EVERYWHERE” volunteers 
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Aida Markevičiūte - 
Lithuania
I got an extra opportunity to join the project “Here, There, 
Everywhere” in the middle of it. However, I had mixed feel-
ings. I was feeling excited about the beginning of the new 
period in my life, but on the other hand I always had a small 
fear to come to a group of people who have already lived 
and worked together for seven months. Furthermore, work-
ing with children was still undiscovered sphere to me.

But now, after one month being a volunteer of “Here, There, 
Everywhere” I feel like at the right place and at the right 
time. It is very nice opportunity to experience being an EVS 
volunteer: living in different surrounding, with different 
people and helping a local community by volunteering. I 
think I will remember all my life the faces of children: the 
joy when they see us volunteers and that even just a small 
attention to them is so important. “Here, There, Everywhere” 
I found like a project with a very nice idea to educate 
children in kindergartens and schools making the lessons 
in an innovative way, not in ordinary and boring one, what 
makes children more interested in what we volunteers are 
teaching. Furthermore, working in hospitals I find like a 
magnificent thing. It is nice to  spend time with children 
who has diseases and don’t see so much bright sides, how-
ever, the time we spend with them helps to forget about it 
at least for a some time.

So far from my EVS experience I highly recommend to 
everyone who didn’t try it, to try it! It is one of the best op-
portunities one can have.

Aleksandra Siljanoska 
Macedonia
ONCE I WAS LOST, BUT NOW I AM FOUND!
CLINIC ANIMATION IN BUCHAREST
We start to appreciate what we have when we meet people 
that are in a situation much worse than ours but yet they 
haven’t lost the one thing that keep them going forward in 
life – HOPE!

Being a volunteer in the hospitals of Bucharest (Lacul Bucura, 
Marie Curie, Recuperatory Center, Grigore Alexandrescu and 
Centru Vasile) opened my eyes widely regards the meaning 
of this essential attitude of people towards life itself. I was 
a mother in the eyes of the children without parents; I was 
the origami teacher of the ones that could not walk; I was 
the voice of a puppet for the little ones… And I can tell you 
something – this was not easy at all!

Getting attached to children is not hard. Each new time work-
ing with them and seeing them how they look at me – with 
those eyes full of hope and happiness that they’ve discov-
ered something new, made me a whole other person. I never 
again wanted to lose this high place where I am just because 
of them. I feel like an important person, the person that puts 
a smile on their faces and person loved by each one of them 
endlessly. The thing is that if you get an honored title you 
should work hard to deserve it and prove to the children with 
each activity, each game that you truly care about them. It is 
the same way as a good king takes care for the good of his 
people. It is important to make them feel loved and to make 
sure that they know that someone out there came all the way 
from Macedonia just to be with them, to color together with 
them and discover a new side of life – out of the one filled 
with pain and people walking around in white costumes.

Before starting to work with children here in Romania, I was 
feeling that the sense of creativity in me is very low and 
that I will have a lot of hard time, especially in the hospitals, 
because of that. But I proved myself wrong. Since the first 
time I stepped in Lacul Bucura I fell in love with the children. 
They were the ones that brought everything out positive that 
I can offer. They were my inspiration, not just for being more 
creative in the activities that we do, but also an inspiration in 
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my life. Since working with them I have discovered myself! 
I’ve discovered what I want to do for the rest of my life. It 
feels good! Being on the right track of my life knowing the 
destination where I want to arrive…

As one conclusion, doing a clinic animation for the children 
was not a one-way journey for me, but a journey that helped 
me help the others and during doing that to help in find-
ing myself. These little angles showed me the way and I am 
grateful to them with all my heart. This article is dedicated 
just for them, for never giving up and fighting to survive 
even in their darkest times!

Our greatest glory is not in ever falling, but in rising every 
time we fall!       

Bilyana 
Yordanova- 
Bulgaria 

Britta  
Tränkler-  
Germany 

Daviti  Odikadze 
Georgia
Bradet – the rural area where we also do our program was 
included in the Christmas campaign as well. Getting up 
at five o’clock in the morning just go there and beating 
the rock out of my laziness was definitely a nice victory. In 
Bradet there are children who don’t have parents and live 
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all together as a big family. They are all the time together. 
They teach each other how to live and help each other with 
everything. If no one ever thought to be there for them 
and never tried to help them maybe they would’ve felt 
isolated and that no one out there cares for them. So I’m 
glad that we went to visit them. They already knew us and 
were very happy to see us. We’ve made some nice activities 
for and with them, played some music and sang Christmas 
carols, made balloons and Santa, me, gave them presents. 
Each of them told me a poem as a return-present. It was a 
really nice feeling. I felt like a real Santa. Even now when I 
think of these moments my heart melts from that mixture 
of emotions that I felt back then.

Laura Esteban- García- 
Spain
One of the best things of this project is to work with 
children in schools and kindergartens. Before to go there, 
we should prepare our lessons being careful and creative 
and try to do our best with the children. I think we have 
achieved the goal of this project, at least I have. In every 
session something magic happens. When a child tries to 
open his/her ears to understand me, when they realize I 
can understand Romanian language but I can hardly speak 
with a Spanish accent, when they try to help us with the 
pronunciation, when I teach them a song with a dance that 
I used to play in my childhood and they do it so perfectly… 
is totally amazing! 

Be educated in an intercultural context is important. To be 
able to realize since your infancy that there are other coun-
tries, with other values, languages, different or even no 
religion – all this can just enrich you and offer you different 
ideas of how to live and build yourself as an open-minded 
person. Also this is a chance for them and for us as well to 
understand the cultural relativism and the fact that none 
culture is more or less important than the others. I dream 
for a society where all the people respect the values of the 
others. Being open-minded and be able to tolerate our 
neighbours, are values that people should grow up with. 
Although we cannot forget that we are not only educated 
by school. This is just a small piece of our socialization pro-

cess. Family acts as fundamental transmitter of stereotypes 
and values and it takes time to be changed. However, as 
a small agent of this process that I am, I can offer my best 
and I am pleased to contribute to this change.

Lilit Gevorgyan  
Armenia
At 09 May 2013 we had a great event – the HTE festival 
in the theatre Tanderica in which were included children 
from most of the schools and kindergartens that are in our 
program. Each of us should’ve taught one group of these 
children something typical from our country. We could’ve 
choose whatever we prefer - poem, song, dance etc. It was 
hard to make a decision how to represent my country, as 
Armenian is not a Latin language and it would’ve been dif-
ficult for children to learn and pronounce Armenian words. 
So I taught them Armenian dance! It is not easy as well, but 
we did our best. It is really interesting to teach foreign chil-
dren your traditional dance, see how they try to do the all 
the movements in a funny way. But when you see that they 
really want to do it, when they are involved in it, including 
teachers, you think that everything is possible. All you need 
to have is a strong will, all your creativity and a bit of effort. 

Of course, it is very important for me to represent my coun-
try in a best way and I am sure that it was the same for all 
the other volunteers too. We’ve put a lot of energy in this 
and I think we’ve managed to make some great perfor-
mances. Even if the children did mistakes, for me it is not 
so important, because with children everything is perfect 
and cute! They shined on the stage, we were proud of our 
job and we’ve enjoyed every single moment with them. It 
was a great multicultural event that would have not been 
possible without our little Romanian stars.
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Lina Bartaševičiūtė 
Lituania
I came to this project to spend my gap year before study-
ing at University. I chose it because I could use my cre-
ativity, which took always a big part of my time, in many 
different ways - preparing my lessons in kindergartens or 
working in a team in the hospitals. One of my main inter-
ests was always Origami - I got so much inspiration and I 
improved myself teaching others and learning from each 
other. During all this I did things that I never knew existed. 
I discovered Origami as a way to express myself or as a 
method used for communication with people without us-
ing words, especially with kids. In the beginning I thought 
that I will not be able to use my experience gained here for 
my future career - the idea of working with kids was useful 
only for the part becoming a teacher, but after some time 
in the hospitals and while meeting different people I found 
out the way how to work in a medical field, especially with 
kids. But still using my skills and creative ideas during this 
year, I can say that I gained the best experience so far.

Sendek Małgorzata- 
Poland
Puppetry – how to create something from nothing....

  While working with children you we have to be prepared 
for defferent kinds of situations. It happens when children 
don’t want to play our games or they make tasks faster 
than we planned. What should we do then? Without any 
materials and ideas for new games... 
 
 Our organisation A.C.T.O.R.  prepared us exactly for this. We 
had the chance to participate in puppetry trainings where 
proffesional actor taught us how to play, how to teach, 
how to say stories using only our hands. It’s quite easy if 
we can use puppet in shape of sheep or chicken. Only one 
thing which we need is to make nice, funny sound and in-
teract with children during a game. But even if we can not 

use puppet we can create it very fast. We just need piece of 
paper and... our finger :) Using this things we can create a 
very funny person. Add childrens’ imagination and you can 
tell a story better than the ones at TV. But don’t worry if you 
don’t know how to make an origami ball. Draw eyes of your 
character on your finger and play. With funny sounds you 
can catch children’s attention even without any words. 
  

 Using puppets in our activities let us to create small the-
atre in the hospitals and kindergartens. For us it’s chance to 
be “professional” acotrs. Also children can meet new uniqe 
characters created by us. Most of the times we can express 
more felings using only puppets, without any words. (It 
was also good idea of work at the beginning, when we 
didn’t know romanian language ;)).  Talking from my own 
experience I can say that this is the easiest, funniest and 
the simplest way to make a lot of children smile.  

Marine Asatryan 
Armenia

EVS is a good opportunity to get a new experience, to 
get acquainted with new culture, new way of thinking, 
to obtain communication skills. It is also a good chance 
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to discover many things about yourself, to become more 
independent and gain tolerance in communication with 
the foreigners.  I am working with children in kindergartens 
and in schools and I find it useful and interesting. It is so 
exiting when you enter to classroom and the kids come 
to hug and kiss you. Now I feel that I achieved all above 
mentioned levels. For me this is one stage in life which I 
will remember forever. This is something that helped me 
to figure out what I want in life and to walk forward with 
stable steps.

Marta Delre 
Italy
“Sone otro mundo
sone conseguirlo
lo consegui sonando”
- Manu Chao

It is one of my favorite quotes.
To dream for another world; to dream of reaching it and to 
reach it just by dreaming…
I really believe in the power of the dreams.
This EVS project was a dream for me and I really think that 
I made this experience happen in my life just because I 
believed in it, as Eugenia (the president of A.C.T.O.R.) made 
this project real because it was one of her dreams.
Everything starts with a dream and we just have to believe 
in it, trying to make the things happen. And you wonder 
how? The answer is by being the main actor of our life.
That’s why we are A.C.T.O.R.! 

Maxime FRANÇAIS 
France

”HERE THERE EVERYWHERE”

All different but all together
Keep this memory forever
Respect me and each-other
You will see life is better

Here There Everywhere / x4

16 countries, 20 volunteers
Only happiness without any tears
Everybody in the same area
And having fun in Romania

Here There Everywhere / x4

All different but all together
Keep this memory forever
We just want to learn and discover
You know my friends never say never

Here There Everywhere / x8
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Walter Miguel De La 
Cruz Tincopa - Peru

Lots are the things that I had the chance to experience 
during this project and they certainly marked my life. 
Discovering a new culture, hearing new languages, living 
and spending time with people from other countries is 
something great. It’s nice having many friends from differ-
ent parts of the world. At first it was very difficult for me 
because of the language barrier but now I can speak and 
understand a little of both - English and Romanian lan-
guage, so it’s much more easier to communicate and bond 
with people, to exchange experiences and knowledge or 
just to feel completely as a part of the group. Also it’s much 
easier to do my lessons in kindergartens and schools. This 
was a great learning process for me and I hope to continue 
learning with each new day as I did during my volunteer-
ing in Romania.

Pedro Costa  
Portugal

Rafael Lucía-Arroyo-
Spain

Christmas campaign
Santa Claus or Mos Craciun (in Romanian) went to few hos-
pitals in Bucharest to bring some presents to the kids just 
before Christmas. As everybody knows Santa Claus could 
not do anything without the help of his assistants. Thanks 
to them he could give some sweets, crisps, pieces of fruit, 
toys and also some things for personal hygiene. Regardless 
the age, every child, youngster or even babies were happy 
to see him. It was easy to get a smile from their faces. It 
is nice to get their minds out from thinking about their 
situation. Christmas is a special period for many people. It 
is common to be with family, spend time with them, eat 
special meals and usually give and get presents. So, at least 
we tried to make them a bit happier.

Raphaela Meister 
Austria
HTE-magazine

In a project with the aim of spreading awareness of diver-
sity of people and cultures among children, I sometimes 
find myself asking me the question whether we are all dif-
ferent or all the same.
Although we are coming from different countries, different 
families and environment, with different motivations and 
interests, we experience that this is no barrier for making 
friends, for making someone laugh or sharing a good time 
together. Actually it’s just the look closer that makes us dif-
ferent. Because it doesn’t matter where we are from, first of 
all we are humans: we have our strengths and weaknesses; 
we have wishes, dreams and fears, attitudes and limits. This 
makes us human. This is a part of us all. So let’s not judge 
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without looking closer, because before this we are all just 
the same.
This is a part of the big experience I made during this 
project and it’s also part of what the children experience 
with us. And there is no better start when to send such an 
important message than in the childhood.

Sandy Naffa’- Jordan
Thank you Romania 
It’s the same sound I’m hearing on my dreams lately; it’s 
too bold and too loud that I feel my ears will explode. 

And now I’m moving, we are all moving, I have no idea in 
which direction I’m going, I stand up and try to figure this 
puzzle of a map hanging on the wall. I asked my friend if 
she knows where to stop, and then we started counting to-
gether like two crazy girls, so frightened to lose our station, 
until we arrived, and yes it was our first victory.
My eyes were shinning! It’s beautiful Romania; I said to 
myself after going out from the metro station, YES I’m here 
and I’m glad that I’m. I remembered how much my fam-
ily and friends tried to frustrate me for coming here, how 
much they kept on asking why Romania and why losing 
your time volunteering? Do you really want to go there?!  
And I always said YES! Yes to volunteering, yes to Romania, 
and yes to EVS.
In Romania I learnt a lot, I’m not talking only about the 
training courses, but I’m talking about a life experience, 

how much I discovered about my myself and how much I 
learnt from each volunteer. I still remember every smile and 
every tear, the sound of the children laughing while they 
are playing with us, I still remember the first lesson I made, 
all the details, all the faces, all the memories of the time I 
spent there with the other volunteers that became my dear 
friends, and I’m holding tight to my memories because I 
don’t want them to fade away.

 Volkan YUCA 
Turkey

My relationship with children has always been good. We 
understand each other. We like each other. We like to spend 
some time together. That is why I did not have any difficult 
time to choose to work with children in Here There Every-
where Project. A.C.T.O.R. has opened a door to a wonderful 
world for me - hard to resist such offer. I am glad to be in 
Romania and to work on daily basis with children here.
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The Romanian  
teachers’ articles
Andreea Dumitrache/   
Kindergarten  no. 149
About “Aici Acolo”… About  
diversity in our kindergarten…
“Tolerance, inter-cultural dialogue and
respect for diversity are more essential

than ever in a world where people
are becoming more and more
closely interconnected.”
(Kofi Annan)

We are different… therefore we can talk about diversity…
We can be tolerant… therefore we can talk about accep-
tance of the diversity…
Sometimes we say that we have to get to know ourselves 
much better and then to be able to get to know the others. 
Other times it is necessary to get to know the others to be 
able to learn much more about ourselves. The identity of 
one is related to the identity of the others same as it is with 
our evolution as the time goes by.
The interaction between the protection, stimulating 

knowledge, the appreciation of our own culture, for the 
roots, for the identity and encouraging the open-minded 
point of view, the real interest about the other cultures, in 
the spirit of tolerance and mutual respect shaped inside 
the progress of the contemporary world – cultural diversity.
During the third year of involvement in the program “Aici 
Acolo”, I was offered a chance to “look with an interest 
THERE” and to “feel HERE” the joy of learning, of discovering 
and playing together without feeling that we are different.
Maybe “my challenge” (this implies in this project of the 
children on the ages between 3-4 years old) had became 
“their challenge” as well (of the volunteers): Sandy – Jordan, 
Britta – Germany, Lilit – Armenia, Marta – Italia, Miguel – 
Peru, Bilyana – Bulgaria.
It doesn’t matter where are you or where do you come 
from, the age nor the cultural differences – what counts 
is the human being which wants to be understood and 
which wants to understand. Sandy, Britta, Lilit, Marta, 
Miguel and Bilyana have shown that any information/idea, 
any thought, every greeting can be transferred to any child 
despite the age, if you are able to find the exact method 
that will make you understandable for them – the game. 
Children everywhere learn, recite, draw, color, dance, watch 
shadow theatre and above all, all of them play games. We 
– the ones from HERE, from the Kindergarten 149, climbed 
up with joy on other mountains, we’ve seen other seas, we 
heard fairytales from other countries and we dreamed that 
one nice day we will arrive THERE.
On the Day of Europe, the 9th of May, in Bucharest at the 
theatre Tandarica, was held the festival “Aici Acolo”, a cel-
ebration of the cultural diversity for the children, a festival 
that represents a feedback of this partnership – achiev-
ing the proposed objectives (with the intonation of the 
specific songs, keeping the rhythm and dancing according 
to the notes of the involved cultures). The scene offered to 
Kindergarten 149 a chance to travel, by dancing, in Austria 
(waltz - 2011), Latvia (Pukite pa dambi - 2012), Portugalia 
(O Malhao, O Malhao - 2013).
“We can love what we are, without hating what – and who 
– we are not.” 
(Kofi Annan)

Irina SAVA and  
Aurelia GRIGORESCU  

Primary School Herăstrău 
“There is a single way of understanding people, not to hurry in 
judging, but to live close to them, to let them explain them-
selves, to open up day by day, to express easily  ...”
                                                                                                                               
(C.A.Saine – Beune)

MEETINGS FROM HERE WITH THE  
VOLUNTEERS FROM THERE
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Or beginning, both for them and for us

I do not think there is a time when you can consider you 
have leant enough in our job, therefore every meeting in 
the common space of education, is a professional oppor-
tunity of developing my competences and enrich the com-
munication repertoire. During this school year, for me this 
time has been represented by the meetings with the Here 
There Everywhere project and the immediately empathy 
with the ACTOR members. 
As for the children, since are little they start to become 
aware of the world diversity, have lots of questions and 
opinions about this, show emotions and different curiosi-
ties. Understanding the multiculturalism it’s an important 
step in a child’s personality development.  
Our educational system it is not organized to answer in a 
specific way to the educational needs of the children. The 
Here There project has brought into our little school com-
munity – the two preparatory classes, the interactive di-
mension of the non formal education, the improvement of 
the school educational activities as a tool for the personal 
development, learning by doing experiences and ways of 
breaking the myths or cultural stereotypes, creating some 
inter and intra relationship building abilities. 
Through their youth, the volunteers who came into our 
classrooms brought their enthusiasm and generosity, the 
joy of being together each Thursday, ways of behaving that 
the children have received unconditionally. Beyond the 
language barrier, we have managed to understand each 
other using the non verbal communication. The game has 
become our common language.
Our lab or non formal education – this is the name I would 
give to the Here There project that took place in our school 
Herastrau, during the 2012-2013 school year! Thank you! 

Former SEV and A.C.T.O.R.  
volunteers  
Written by Boba Baluchova 
from Slovakia
former volunter of ACTOR in 2009 in 
 interCOOLtural HOUSE project.

I wish I was under 30 and did my EVS in Bucharest again!

Doing European voluntary service (EVS) in Romania was 
crucial turning point in my carrier and future plans. I can-
not forget how I started cooperation with hosting orga-
nization A.C.T.O.R. Romania in 2009. I had great chance 
to participate six months at EVS-project “InterCOOLtural 
house” in Bucharest – as youth worker, animator, promoter, 
workshops leader in schools, social centers and hospitals. 
This experience has changed my view on non-governmen-
tal sector and supported the transformation of my vision 
into the mission.

Two years later I became a trainer for Youth in Action proj-
ects at Slovak youth institute. In 2011 I also built brand new 
NGO in Slovakia: DocUnion, which is dedicated to projects 
of media-presentation and audio-visual production – to 
face the society-problems (social exclusion, discrimination, 
gender stereotypes etc.) – through non-formal education. 
And I wanted to go abroad as a volunteer again. But I was 
already over 30 and I already did my EVS-stay – because 
of that I had to find another option. Of course, I wish I was 
under 30 again and went back to Romania for a while. 
Finally I found out that the EU financing ‘Lifelong Learning’ 
programme (LLP: Grundtvig sub-programme) could be 
the proper way. I had made very fast decision (last minute 
application procedure) and fortunately I was successful. So 
I did my4-months’ assistantship as a Grundtvig media as-
sistant in Ireland (in Tralee city – for the organization, called 
Kerry one world centre – focused mostly on development 
education and exploring global issues).Again, it was useful 
experience.
Today each young man/woman should have at least one 
foreign experience – most likely as a volunteer. Experience 
of EVS can make you aware of topics that you’ve been miss-
ing in your life.If you get into a well settled and well work-
ing organization (like my Romanian organization in 2009 
was, as well as my Irish organization in 2012), you might 
experience unforgettable satisfaction from what you have 
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done. You will be able to help somebody, who needs your 
help or support; and you will help yourself, too.
It is always very useful to read and analyze all the materials, 
official documents of European Commission – if you know: 
where to find them. In some countries (like my home 
country: Slovakia) most people don’t know anything about 
The Lifelong Learning Programme of European Commis-
sion: Leonardo, Grundtvig or Comenius. OK, some active 
students already discovered the advantage of studying 
abroad through Erasmus program, but it is still not enough. 
I know that A.C.T.O.R. Romania is nowadays sending and 
hosting not only young people through EVS program, 
but also through other European programs abroad. This 
Romanian NGO is growing faster and wider, which is great 
development. How I was surprised when I spoke with my 
friends from Altamura or Terrassa about my EVS-stay last 
autumn and they already knew A.C.T.O.R. people! Every-
thing is interconnected and I am proud of being part of this 
world (full of great volunteers, active citizens)…

RECIPE
Armenia
Blinchik -  
Pancake with Meat
Ingredients for 1 portion
• 1 kg cow meat
• 3 cups milk
• 1 cup cool water 
• 8 eggs, 3 onions
• 2 big spun oil
• 3 cups flour
• salt
• piper
• parsley.

Method

Sheets’ Preparation
To stare well 5 eggs, add 3 cups cool milk, 1 cup cool water, 
2 big spun oil, 0, 5 small spun salt, 3 cups flour. Mix it well in 
order not to be small balls in it and leave 1 hour to relax, af-
ter take a small pot, to clean it with oil, to leave on the gas 
till it becomes warm, then to put there 1 deep spun liquid 
taste, leave it until to became a little red and take from the 
pot (to fry only one side) and like this with the whole taste.
Meat Preparation
To wash the meat, cut into small pieces and boil till to be 
ready, when it will not be hot, to ground it with meat-
grounder, after to fry an onion in small pieces with oil until 
it becomes a little red, then add the grounded meat, to fry 
a little. To boil 3 eggs, cut them in small pieces and add to 
the fried meat, also add less than 1 cup bouillon, parsley, 
salt, piper and mix all. When it is almost cold to take the 
sheet, put 1 big spun meat on the fried side and role it and 
do the same till the end. Fry them with oil before serving.
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MrjniBuyn 
Ingredients
• 3 eggs
• 1, 5 cup sugar
• 100 g batter
• 10 big spun milk 
• 1 big spun vinegar with 1 small spun soda
• 4 cups flour.

Cream
• 1 cane condensed milk
• 200 g batter
• 200 g honey
• 200 g nuts

Preparation 
Break 3 eggs, stare, add 1 cup sugar, 100 g batter, 10 big 
spun milk, 1 big spun vinegar with 1 small spun soda, to 
stare all this very well, add 4 cups flour ( but it depends the 
taste, may be a little more in order to make balls), stare very 
well and to divide into 5 balls , put the balls to the frozen to 
stay there 1 night. After, when they already be frozen, take 
them from there and make them small with the slicer and 
cook them one by one, during this use flour that  the taste 
not to stake to each other. When 1 ball will be ready take 
it from the oven, put into another plate and put a cream, 
stare and repeat the same with all the other 5 balls, after 
stare all this very well and with spun to put it into the small 
plastic cup to give a form and take out from there with 
cup form as in the picture and to do the same the whole 
cookie.

Cream
1 cane condensed milk, add 200 g batter, 200 g honey and 
mix it with mixer, after add nuts and mix and it is ready.
Pofte Buna
 

Austria
Kärntner Kasnudln
Recipe for 2-3 portions:

For the dough:
300 g flour
3 eggs
2 spoons of water (or milk)

Put the flour in a bowl or on a dough tray and make a hole 
in the middle. In this hole put the water and the eggs and 
knead the dough until it is smooth. Don’t put salt!
Form the dough into a ball and cover it (for example with a 
dish towel) and let it rest for at least 1 hour.

For the content:
• 250 g curd
• 100 g potatoes
• Salt, pepper
• Herbs like mint (brown), chervil, parsley, thyme

Cook potatoes, peel and mash them (but not too small). 
Mix the ingredients properly.

Completion:
4 spoons butter (as needed also more)
Roll the dough quite thin. Cut out circles of approximately 
6 cm diameters. Put one spoon of content on every circle. 
Now it’s time to close the content in the dough, in Aus-
tria we say to this specific movement “krendeln” – how to 
“krendel” correctly look here: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=A-TlbQbB334
Boil salty (!) water, then turn the heat back and put in the 
dough with the content for approximately 8 min.
Heat the butter and put it above the “Kasnudln” when they 
are finished.
(As side dish I can recommend green salad.)
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Bulgaria
Bisquit cake

Ingredients
• 2 packages of plain biscuits
• 1 l milk
• 2 packages puding
• 100 g butter
• vanilla
• sugar

Preparation
Boil the milk with sugar and vanilla.When the milk its boil-
ing add the pudding.before adding the pudding stir it with 
some milk.Cream boil while stirring, until thickened.In pot 
we put creem biscuits creem biscuits...and wait few hours 
wait to be cold
 

Franța
Quiche lorraine 
Ingredients 
• 4 ouă;
•  200 gr făină;
•  50 cl apă
• 100 gr unt; 
• 250 ml smântână
• 150 gr bacon; 
• Sare;
• Piper

Preparation
 1. Compoziţie pentru blat:
Untul tăiat cubuleţe se amestecă cu făina şi sarea, peste 
care se adaugă gălbenuşurile. Aluatul format se lasă timp 
de 1h la frigider. 

2. Quique:
Se prăjeşte baconul, iar separat se bat 3 ouă, cu smântâna, 
puţină sare şi piper. Se poate adăuga şi brânză, după gust.  
Baconul prăjit se adaugă în această compoziţie. Aluatul se 
întinde într-o tavă şi se înţeapă uşor cu o furculiţă pentru 
a ieşi aerul, peste care se aşează compoziţia menţionată 
mai sus. Se pune la cuptor timp de 30 de minute, la 200 de 
grade. 

Georgia
Lobiani 
Ingredients
• Fasole roşie

1. Bean (red)
2. Dough ( you can make with lour or buy in bread magazine)
3. Paper (black)
4. Oil
5. Solt

Preparation 
First boil bean.We have to put our bean in meat bleander 
and after  this put it in one medium basin, use paper how 
many you want and same about solt, also put  100g  hot oil 
(not very hot), blend everything.
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Take some that maden bean and put inside in some dough, 
after this we must to put in oven after 5-10 min it will be 
ready. 

Germany
Vegetarian Burger
Ingredients
• 2 carrots
• 1 eggplant
• 4 potatoes
• half or one onion
• some mushrooms
• flour

• 1-2 eggs
• gouda cheese
• oil, salt and pepper

Preparation 

All ingredients can be more or less, it is up to taste and 
quantity. First you have to grate the eggplant and put it in 
a bowl with salt in order to put out the water of the egg-
plant. Let it rest 30 minutes.
In the meanwhile cut the potatoes in small sticks and boil 
them until they are soft.
Grate also the carrots. Cut onion in pieces and the mush-
rooms in slices and you might like to half them again.
Put the water out of the eggplant and squeeze out the 
liquid as much as you can.
Mix all together in a big bowl add first one egg and flour. 
Season it with pepper and salt. Mix and see how the consis-
tence is (It should be quite sticky). You can add one more 
egg if it gets to dry.
No cut the cheese into small quadrats and add to the 
mixture.
Next you put oil in the pan so the whole ground is full with 
oil.
Take two spoons and put a bit of the mixture in the pan. 
Wait a bit and turn it around, when it’s possible (Otherwise 
it will just fall apart).
Do this with the whole mixture. Finish! Have a nice meal.

 

Italy
Foccacia barese
 
Ingredients:
• 500g flour
• 1 yeast
• warm water
• salt
• olive oil
• tomatoes
• oregano

Process:
Put the flour as a fountain and then put the yeast.
Add a spoon of salt and one of olive oil.
Mix everything adding a little bit of water and then when it 
is soft and homogeneous let it rise under a dish cloth.

Grease a baking sheet and put the lump (massa) inside it.
Put on the lump salt,olive oil and crushed tomatoes.
Cook it at 200 degree for more or less than half an hour. 
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Lituania
Žagarėliai 
Ingredients:
• Flour, 650 gr
• Eggs (the yellow part), 4
• Sour Cream , 0.5 glass
• Suggar pudra, 100 gr
• Vanile
• Vinegar
• Oil, 1 liter

Preparation 
Put flour, eggs, vinegar, smantana and knead everything to 
one ball.
Put some flour on that ball and hit with rolling pin for a few 
minutes
Then, with rolling pin make a thin panckake, cut small 
pieces,cut them
in the middle and put one corner inside.
Put in boilng oil and cook for few minutes, after take it out 
and put on paper. In the end put some suggar pudra.

Macedonia
Macalo  
Ingredients necessary:
• potatoes – 1 kilo
• red piper – half kilo
• 1 leek
• ketchup by taste
• 100 g. oil

How to make it?
First it’s necessary to boil the potatoes. After you do this, 
you have to seal the peppers. You smash the potatoes in 
one separate plate and make them like Puree. After that 
you clean the burned parts of the peppers and you cut 

them in small pieces and add them to the same plate 
as the potatoes. In the end is the leek. It is used fresh. 
You have to cut it into really small pieces and add to the 
potatoes. You mix these things very well. In the mean  time 
you put oil on fire just to boil a little bit so you add it in the 
end to the mixture of potatoes, pepper and leek. You also 

ass salt and ketchup by your own taste. In the end  you 
mix well once againg the all components and the meals is 
ready. 

The meal is usually eaten with bread. In Macedonia when 
we eat this meal, we don’t use forks, we eat with our hands 
– macame .. That’s why it’s called macalo.  

Peru
Causa Rellena de Pollo
( Pentru 8 porţii)

INGREDIENTS:
- Yellow potatoes 1.5 kg.
- ½ cup oil
-Juice of 3 or 4 lemons
- 03 liquefied aji Amarillo ( in Rumania Aji   Orange)
- Salt c/n 
-Breast frayed 01
- ½ cup mayonnaise
Decoration and add:

4-boiled eggs, sliced
-Olive 08 despepitadas and halved

Preparation
- Boil the potatoes with salt and half slice of lemon, being 
careful not to undo when cooked
-Boil the chicken breast
-Boil carrots
-Once the potatoes are ready. Crush the potatoes, with the 
press (in Hot)
-spend lemon, salt and oil to the potato. and mixing
-shredding the chicken, carrots peeled and diced and mix-
ing with the mayonnaise
-make a layer with potatoes (flat) , and put the chicken on 
top of potatoes
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´-Make another layer of potatoes and put the second layer 
of potatoes, covering the chicken
Decoration and add:
- boil eggs, slicing the egg in sliced  and put up of the 
CAUSA RELLENA
-put the olive

Poland
Ciasto z jablkami  

Apple pie 
Ingredients:
• 3 eggs
• 1 glass of sugar
• 2 glasses of flour (with 2 small spouns of bike powder 
inside)
• 250 grams of butter
• 2 kilograms of apples

Preparation
Apples peel and cut on small pieces. The butter dissolve on 
the fire and let it cool down. Separate white parts of eggs 
and make whipped foam. Add yellow parts of eggs-one by 
one and mix. Very slow add sugar and mix. Add flour and 
butter and mix. Plaque spread with butter and put some 
flour. Put cake to the plaque and put apples. Put into the 
oven for 45 minutes. After baking sprinkle sugar powder. 
Done! 

Portugalia
Pataniscas de bacalhau 
• Pataniscas de bacalhau
• 400gr pieces of code fish
• 1onion
• 1parsley
• 4 eggs
• 350 gr. Flour

•  300 ml. water or 150 ml beer and 150 ml milk

Mix in a boll the eggs, the flour, the milk and the beer. 
Then add the pieces of code fish, the parsley and the diced 
onion. Mix all together. Fry the pataniscas in deep oil. It can 
be served hot or cold. 

Orange cake
Ingredients 
• 4 ouă – 4 eggs
• 2 tbs. Heated butter
• 2tbs. sugar
• 2 tbs.flour
• 1 tbs.  Corn starch
• 1 glass orange juice 
• bake powder
• orange concentrate 

How to make it?
Whisk the eggs with the butter and sugar and then add the 
flour and the corn starch. Mix gently, adding the orange 
juice.  Over the composition add the orange concentrate 
and the baking powder. Place everything into a baking trey 
and bake it in the oven for around 30 minutes. 

Spania
Potato omelet 
Ingrediente 
• 1 kg of potatoes
• 2 -3 onions
• Olive Oil
• 6 eggs
• Salt 

How to make it?
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Dice the potatoes and the onions in slices. Add 2 spoons of 
olive oil into a pan and then add the onion and the pota-
toes. Add salt and pepper, place a lid over the pan and fry 
for about 20 minutes. In the meantime, whisk the eggs and 
add salt. When the potatoes and the onion turn golden 
brown, take them out of the fire and drain the oil. Add the 
eggs and fry them together at show heat. 
 

Turkey 
Menemen Recipe 
Ingredients
• 3-4 tablespoons of oil
• 3-4 onions
• 3-4 long green peppers
• 3-4 tomatoes
• 1/2 a bunch of parsley

• 4 eggs
• Salt
• Black pepper

Preparation

Dice parsley stalks, chop onions and green peppers and 
put them into a pan. Add oil and saute on a low heat until 

they turn yellow while stirring occasionally. Peel the toma-
toes, chop into small pieces and into the pan. When the 
tomato starts to disintegrate, add parsley. Speinkle with 
salt and black pepper. Whisk eggs in a bowl, add into the 
pan and stir. Once the egg is cooked, remove from heat.

Uruguay

Alfajorcitos de Maicena 
INGREDIENTS
 • Butter 150 g
• 2 eggs
• 100 g of sugar
• 100 g of cornstarch
• 150 g flour
• ½ tsp bicarbonate
• 1 tsp lemon zest or vanilla
• fudge
• shredded coconut

PREPARATION
We put in a bowl the butter, sugar and eggs. Join with a 
fork, add vanilla or zest, baking soda, cornstarch and flour.
We form a soft dough that does not stick to your fingers.
Wrap with a film and carry the refrigerator for 2 hours. (The 
longer you have the refrigerator, the better).
We took out of the fridge, stretch the dough 1 cm thick, cut 
medallions with a desired diameter.
Accommodate on a greased and floured board, separated 
4 cm apart.
Cook in hot oven (160 ° C) for 10 minutes. Let them cool 
and put them together in pairs spread with dulce de leche.
We spent the edges of shredded coconut, and ready to eat.
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Special thanks to: Mrs. Viorica Preda - Ministry of Educa-
tion inspector, Mr. Eduard Iordachescu – Director of Casa 
Corpului Didactic, Mr. Calin Octavian Mocanu – Director 
of The Animation Theater Tandarica, Mrs. Nadia Tataru, 
Adriana Titieni and Anca Ionescu for promoting the pro-
gram on the radio station Itsy Bitsy and Radio Romania 
Cultural.
We would like to thank to all of the teachers involved in 
the program for their generosity and professionalism. 

School no. 129 - Neagu Georgeta, Chiriac Simona,  
Bira Daniela, Pascu Camelia, Popa Ionela, Necula Carmen, 
Stoica Angelica, Director Nita Valerica 
Kindergarten Aschiuta - Virbu Mirela,  
Director Lenciu Lucica
Kindergarten Eurokid - Iordache Veronica, Pirvuica Cor-
nelia, Ionascu Mariana, Director Mihaela Florescu
Kindergarten Daria - Surdu Gabriela, Costache Ana Ma-
ria, Director Ramona Elena Stan
Kindergarten Prichindel - Coteneanu Iulia, Director Ene 
Denisa
School SEB - Iancu Nicoleta, Cheroiu Simona, Nitu Ana 
Maria, Director Balea Szuhan Oana
Kindergarten Sapte Ani - Gherasim Irina, Tufaru Mada-
lina, Nistor Daniela, Tudose Mariana, Director Verziu Val-
entina
Kindergarten Gan Eden - Epure Ana Maria, Anghelescu 
Monica, Director Dalia Golda
School no. 12 - Grigorescu Aurelia, Sava Irina, Director 
Adriana Nicolae
Kindergarten  nr. 149 - Simion Florentina, Joita Mirela, 
Sandu Roxana, Bonteanu Daniela, Dumitrache Andreea,  
Director Dragan Silvia
Kindergarten  Dumbrava Minunata - Carmen Vladu, Ci-
uciu Romelia, Constantinescu Irina, Director Bacalu Ioana
Kindergarten  Simsala Grimm - Mladin  Camelia, Soare 
Florentina Daniela, Romila Mihaela, Director Bumbac 
Cristina
Kindergarten  Cei trei muschetari - Petrica Elena, Baciu  
Ana Maria, Zaneti Nicoleta, Director Daniela Pascu
Kindergarten  Arlechino - Astrid Rizescu, Elena Ichim, 
Constantin Georgiana, Director Cristiana Sangeorzan, Di-
rector Elena Jalba
Kindergarten  nr 197 - Vezeteu Liliana, Axente Mihaela, 
Crihan Svetlana, Director Salceanu Geanina
Kindergarten  nr 170 - Dragomir Ioana, Gherghescu Car-
men, Dinca Nae Corina, Director Graniceru Claudia
Kindergarten  Arc en ciel - Ciobanu Raluca Marilena, 
Burcea Emilia, Director Tanicui Alina
Kindergarten  Albinuta - Morariu Diana, Dima Ecaterina, 
Cepoi Dana, Pusca Florentina, Pavel Gabriela Florentina, 
Andone Cornelia, Irimescu Alexandra Oana, Visanescu 
Ionela, Munteanu Elena Daniela, Nita Cristina, Botea Ma-
ria, Burlanescu Paula, Cozman Lorene, Tupita Florentina, 
Filoftei Natalia, Mare Eugenia, Florea Violeta, Bercaru 

Emanuela, Manole Tudorita, Neacsu Oana, Director Nitu 
Felicia
Kindergarten  nr 252 - Ana Oprisi, Penciu Gabriela, Har-
lea Stefania, Maricela Amariei, Conu Marius, Carmen Io-
nescu, Elena Barbu, Director Andrei Rodica
Kindergarten  nr 7 - Nicolae Valentina, Neagu Oc-
tavia, Irimia Ancuta, Manciu Lavinia, Fiser Mirela, Ra-
ducanu Ameluta, Ceru Loredana, Negru Alina An-
drada, Smocot Mihaela, Velea Carmen, State Victorita, 
Valcu Tudora, Mitu Alina, Marinescu Gabriela, Tala Sonia,  
Director Grigorescu Adriana
Kindergarten  Bambi - Gusoiu Ioana Gabriela, Parvu Iri-
na, Stafiescu Mihaela, Barbu Adelina, Tiroiu Diana, Iacob 
Andra, Dindiri Carmen, Parloaga Elena, Vlasceanu Diana, 
Alexe Otilia, Golorom Corina, Director Cristiana Boca
School no. 19 - Barbu Andreea, Staneci Mihaela, Director 
Ionita Laura
Kindergarten  MAPN nr 2 - Epure Andreea, Hosu Iuliana, 
Stoica Mihaela, Florescu Florica, Pelinaru Selia, Director 
Petcu Titiana
Kindergarten  Big Smile - Ristea Felicia, But Dorina Di-
anora, Director Micusan Maria
Kindergarten  Smartkids - Asan Eveline, Stefan Lumi-
nita, Burcea Elena, Director Dumitru Mihaela
Kindergarten  nr 188 Castel - Sturzu Mariana, Bobu Vic-
toria, Lazar Mita, Rogozeanu Cristiana, Director Saitoc 
Paulina
Kindergarten  nr 4 - Velicu Mihaela, Mitu Cristina, Pruna 
Mariana, Zarva Georgeta, Director Sperchez Mihaela
Kindergarten  nr 133 - Vasile Maria, Stefanescu Lumi-
nita, Pircalabescu Anca, Chioaca Dorina, Solomei Cristina, 
Croitoru Cristina, Zeldea Mihaela, Filip Simona, Manea 
Gabriela, Director Puiu Mihaela
Kindergarten  Bamboo - Ciobanu Liliana, Stanica Corina,  
Crican Carmen, Director Anghel Roxana si Anghel Elena
School no. 11 - Cotor Lucia, Stefanica Anca, Dumitru 
Anca, Neacsu Ramona, Gheorghe Lucia, Serban Madali-
na, Enciu Eugenia, Vartic Florentina, Ionita Mariana, Lazar 
Ramona, Folteanu Luiza, Director Vlad Steluta, Director 
adj. Dragomir Daniela

Editorial team:   
Editor : Aleksandra Siljanoska din Macedonia 
Photo: Aida Markeviciute din Lituania
Editorial correction: Alina Vatavu si  
Andreea Vasilescu
Editor and print designer:  Andras Biro
Thank you to all who have written articles published in 
this magazine.
A.C.T.O.R’s team:
Eugenia Barbu- President, Stefanita Barbu- Manager
Here There Everywhere team : Alina Vatavu, Andreea 
Vasilescu, Madalina Nicola, Alina Tanicui, Teodora Stoian, 
Georgeta Ionescu, Ioana Bohalteanu Todor, Nicoleta Vica, 
Mihai Barbu.
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